
AGENDA 
 

 
NFPA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ON ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 

 
Report on Proposals Meeting, August 23‐25, 2011 

 
Holiday Inn Express, Nashville, TN 

 
 
 

Item No.    Subject 
 
11‐8 ‐01    Call to Order 
 
11‐8‐02    NFPA staff review of fire alarm and exit procedures 
 
11‐8‐03    Chair remarks 
 
11‐8‐04    Introduction of Members and Guests 
 
11‐8‐05    Review of Meeting Procedures and Revision Schedule 
 
11‐8‐06    Comments/Questions from Committee Members and/or Guests 

 
11‐8‐07    Approval of March 3, 2011 Meeting Minutes [enclosure] 
 
11‐8‐08    Processing of Public Proposals [enclosure] 
 
11‐8‐09    Task Group Reports  
 
11‐8‐10    Old Business 
 
11‐8‐11    New Business – ROC meeting dates/location 
 
11‐8‐12    Adjournment 
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National Fire Protection Association 
 

Engineering 

1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, Massachusetts 02269-9101 USA 
Telephone (617) 770-3000     Fax (617) 984-7070 

 

Minutes of the  
Technical Committee on Electrical Equipment Maintenance 

Via Teleconference 
March 3, 2011 

 
Item 03-11-01, Call to Order. 
Richard Bingham, chair-emeritus, called the meeting to order at 11:01 am. 
   
 
Item 03-11-02, Welcoming remarks. 
Introductory remarks were given by staff liaison Jeff Sargent and chair-emeritus Rich Bingham.   
 
New members Eric Olsen and Chris Kelly introduced themselves. 
 
70B is in the 2012 revision cycle and Jeff Sargent provided key dates for this cycle: 
 
May 23, 2011 Closing date for public proposals 

August 26, 2011 Report on Proposals (ROP) meeting must be held by  

August 23-25, 2011 ROP meeting tentatively scheduled for tentatively in Nashville, TN

March 3, 2012 Closing date for public comments is 

April 6, 2012 Report on Comments (ROC) meeting must be held by  

November, 2012 Document will be published unless there are motions to amend

August, 2013 The publishing date would be If there are motions to amend

 
Jeff also advised the committee to go to the www.nfpa.org website under the Standards section 
for the 70B Document Info page to get all of the pertinent info, including a pdf of the 2010 
revision of the document.  Anyone needing assistance with such should contact Jeff at 
jsargent@nfpa.org. 
 
Item 03-11-03, Roll Call. 
In addition to the Chair-emeritus, the following members were present: 

 
Thomas Bishop 
Timothy Crnko 
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Palmer L. Hickman 
Christopher E. Kelly 
Alan Manche 
Ronald K. Mundt 
Michael Velvikis 
Ahmad A. Moshiri 
Ron Widup 
Jeffrey Hall 
Erik G. Olsen 
Robert Urdinola 
 
Members not present: 
 
Kenneth J. Rempe 
Greg T. Nienaber 
David Huffman 
Bruce G. Wyman 
David Goodrich 
James R. White 
Michael J. Hittel 
Dana K. Watts 
 
NFPA staff in attendance: 
 
Jeffrey Sargent 
 
 
Item 03-11-03, New topics for 2012 Cycle 
 
The nine items not included in the 2010 revision of 70B were discussed (see email from 
T.Bishop 25-Feb-11 70b-priors.doc).  Then the committee member suggested additional ideas 
for new topics: 
 
Alan Manche 
 

New Smart grid equipment/technologies
Energy management 
Alternative energy sources, including PV

Ron Widup 
 

Wind power
 

Palmer Hickman 
 

Information on labeling could be obtained from work done for 70E 
that was not used because it was too voluminous. 
Grounding -- enhance and/or update. 
 

Ron Widup 
 

Technical qualifications and certification of technicians 
 

Ahmad Moshiri 
 

70E changed test equipment requirements.  70B should be reviewed 
to make certain it aligns with 70E 
 

Robert Urdinola 
 

Commented that NFPA 70 has very few pictures and graphics; and 
would that impact on adding photos and graphics to 70B.  The short 
answer is that photos and graphics can be added to 70B. 
 

 
 
Note: Palmer, Jim and Ron W. are members of 70E, and Jeff S. is the NFPA staff liaison 
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Item 03-11-04, New and prior topics for 2012 Cycle 
Rich asked for volunteers to work on the initial list of prior topics and the topics introduced 
today.  Those not in attendance are encouraged to sign up for one or two of the topics.   
 
 Please send your input to the chair at rbingham@dranetz.com or bingham07016@comcast.net 
 
 Note:  Cxx indicates new topics without chapter numbers. 
 
 
Summary by individuals 
 
Jeff H. 
 

C29 power tools C23 lighting
 

 

Ahmad 
 

C28 or Cxx mission 
critical, high-
reliability equipment  
 

Cxx   labeling for maintenance  

Ron W 
 

Cxx disaster 
recovery 

C19power cables Cxx wind generators

Ron M 
 

Cxx disaster 
recovery 
 

C28 or Cxx mission critical, 
high-reliability equipment  
 

 

Eric  
 

Cxx disaster 
recovery 

  

Alan Cxx disaster 
recovery 
 

Cxx new technologies 
(smart grid, alternative power) 
 

 

Tom 
 

C19 power cables   

Jim (in 
abstentia) 

Cxx labeling   

Tim 
 

Cxx labeling   

Chris C23 lighting   
Robert 
 

C23 lighting Adding pictures and graphics  

Rich Cxx disaster 
recovery 

  

Palmer Cxx, C7, or C10 
Grounding 

  

 
Summary by topics: 
 
C23 Lighting 
 

Jeff H.
 

Chris Robert  

C28 or Cxx   Mission critical, 
high-reliability equipment  
 

Ahmad Ron M  
 

 

C29 Power tools 
 

Jeff H.
 

   

Cxx   Disaster recovery Eric  Ron M Alan Rich
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Cxx new technologies 
(smart grid, alternative power 
including PV and wind 
 

Alan    

Cxx   Labeling for 
maintenance 

Tim Ahmad Jim (in abstentia) 

C19 Power cables Ron W 
 

Tom   

Cxx, C7, or C10 Grounding Palmer Rich   
Pictures/Graphics Robert    
 
 
 
 
Item 03-11-05, Concluding remarks 
The plan is to finalize the working groups with input from all of the committee members 
over next two weeks, and then the chair will work with those on each to select a working 
group leader for the topic.  The work groups should plan to meet via teleconference 
about every 2-3 weeks, with the objective of having a near-finished proposal for full 
committee review by the first week in August.  That will allow some time to clean up the 
near-final proposal before the committee meeting in late August.   
 
A full committee teleconference meeting for reporting work group progress is tentatively 
scheduled for around June 15. 
 
Jeff Sargent can arrange for NFPA sponsored voice and/or Webex/Live Meeting type 
teleconferences. 
 
 
Meeting concluded at 11:48 am. 
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CP1 Entire Document- ( ):170B-1 EEM-AAA F2012

37 2.3.7- ( ):270B-2 EEM-AAA F2012

35 3.3.36 Ground-Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI)- ( ):370B-3 EEM-AAA F2012

1 5.2- ( ):470B-4 EEM-AAA F2012

2 5.3.4.1- ( ):570B-5 EEM-AAA F2012

3 6.1.2(2)- ( ):670B-6 EEM-AAA F2012

73 6.3.1.2.x (New)- ( ):770B-7 EEM-AAA F2012

74 8.1.1.1.x (New)- ( ):870B-8 EEM-AAA F2012

4 9.9.4.1, 9.9.4.1.1, and 9.9.4.1.2- ( ):970B-9 EEM-AAA F2012

5 9.9.4.2- ( ):1070B-10 EEM-AAA F2012

6 9.9.4.3- ( ):1170B-11 EEM-AAA F2012

7 9.9.4.3.1- ( ):1270B-12 EEM-AAA F2012

8 9.9.4.3.2- ( ):1370B-13 EEM-AAA F2012

9 9.9.4.3.3- ( ):1470B-14 EEM-AAA F2012

10 9.9.4.3.4- ( ):1570B-15 EEM-AAA F2012

11 9.9.4.3.5- ( ):1670B-16 EEM-AAA F2012

12 9.9.4.3.6- ( ):1770B-17 EEM-AAA F2012

13 9.9.4.3.7- ( ):1870B-18 EEM-AAA F2012

14 9.9.4.4- ( ):1970B-19 EEM-AAA F2012

15 9.9.4.4.1- ( ):2070B-20 EEM-AAA F2012

16 9.9.4.4.2- ( ):2170B-21 EEM-AAA F2012

17 9.9.4.4.3- ( ):2270B-22 EEM-AAA F2012

18 9.9.4.4.4- ( ):2370B-23 EEM-AAA F2012

19 9.9.4.4.5- ( ):2470B-24 EEM-AAA F2012

20 9.9.4.4.6- ( ):2570B-25 EEM-AAA F2012

21 9.9.4.4.7- ( ):2670B-26 EEM-AAA F2012

22 9.9.4.4.9 (New)- ( ):2770B-27 EEM-AAA F2012

23 9.9.4.4.10 [formerly 9.9.4.5.2]- ( ):2870B-28 EEM-AAA F2012

24 9.9.4.4.11 [ formerly 9.9.4.5.3]- ( ):2970B-29 EEM-AAA F2012

25 9.9.4.4.13 [formerly 9.9.4.5.5]- ( ):3070B-30 EEM-AAA F2012

26 9.9.4.5.1 [formerly 9.9.4.6.1]- ( ):3170B-31 EEM-AAA F2012

27 9.9.4.5.2 [formerly 9.9.4.6.2]- ( ):3270B-32 EEM-AAA F2012

28 9.9.4.5.3 [formerly 9.9.4.6.3]- ( ):3370B-33 EEM-AAA F2012

29 9.9.4.5.4 [formerly 9.9.4.6.4]- ( ):3470B-34 EEM-AAA F2012

30 9.9.4.5.5 [formerly 9.9.4.6.5]- ( ):3570B-35 EEM-AAA F2012

38 11.14.2.2- ( ):3670B-36 EEM-AAA F2012

39 11.14.2.3- ( ):3770B-37 EEM-AAA F2012

40 11.14.2.5- ( ):3870B-38 EEM-AAA F2012

41 11.14.2.6- ( ):3970B-39 EEM-AAA F2012

75 11.27- ( ):4070B-40 EEM-AAA F2012
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36 13.1.3.1- ( ):4170B-41 EEM-AAA F2012

72 14.1.6.46.x (New)- ( ):4270B-42 EEM-AAA F2012

42 15.9.4.1, 15.9.4.1.1, and 15.9.4.1.2- ( ):4370B-43 EEM-AAA F2012

43 15.9.4.1.1 (New)- ( ):4470B-44 EEM-AAA F2012

44 15.9.4.2- ( ):4570B-45 EEM-AAA F2012

45 15.9.4.3- ( ):4670B-46 EEM-AAA F2012

46 15.9.4.3.1- ( ):4770B-47 EEM-AAA F2012

47 15.9.4.3.2- ( ):4870B-48 EEM-AAA F2012

48 15.9.4.3.3- ( ):4970B-49 EEM-AAA F2012

49 15.9.4.3.5- ( ):5070B-50 EEM-AAA F2012

50 15.9.4.3.6- ( ):5170B-51 EEM-AAA F2012

51 15.9.4.3.7- ( ):5270B-52 EEM-AAA F2012

52 15.9.4.4- ( ):5370B-53 EEM-AAA F2012

53 15.9.4.4.1- ( ):5470B-54 EEM-AAA F2012

70 15.9.4.4.2- ( ):5570B-55 EEM-AAA F2012

71 15.9.4.4.3- ( ):5670B-56 EEM-AAA F2012

69 15.9.4.4.4- ( ):5770B-57 EEM-AAA F2012

54 15.9.4.4.5- ( ):5870B-58 EEM-AAA F2012

55 15.9.4.4.6- ( ):5970B-59 EEM-AAA F2012

56 15.9.4.4.7- ( ):6070B-60 EEM-AAA F2012

57 15.9.4.4.8- ( ):6170B-61 EEM-AAA F2012

58 15.9.4.4.9 (New)- ( ):6270B-62 EEM-AAA F2012

59 15.9.4.4.10- ( ):6370B-63 EEM-AAA F2012

60 15.9.4.4.11- ( ):6470B-64 EEM-AAA F2012

61 15.9.4.4.12- ( ):6570B-65 EEM-AAA F2012

62 15.9.4.4.13- ( ):6670B-66 EEM-AAA F2012

63 15.9.4.5.1- ( ):6770B-67 EEM-AAA F2012

64 15.9.4.5.2- ( ):6870B-68 EEM-AAA F2012

65 15.9.4.5.3- ( ):6970B-69 EEM-AAA F2012

66 15.9.4.5.4- ( ):7070B-70 EEM-AAA F2012

67 15.9.4.5.5- ( ):7170B-71 EEM-AAA F2012

68 15.9.4.5.6- ( ):7270B-72 EEM-AAA F2012

31 21.14.2.2- ( ):7370B-73 EEM-AAA F2012

32 21.14.2.2- ( ):7470B-74 EEM-AAA F2012

33 21.14.2.6- ( ):7570B-75 EEM-AAA F2012

34 21.14.2.6- ( ):7670B-76 EEM-AAA F2012
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Report on Proposals  –  November 2012 NFPA 70B
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-1     Log #CP1  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Electrical Equipment Maintenance,

Review entire document to: 1) Update any extracted material by preparing separate proposals to
do so, and 2) review and update references to other organizations documents, by preparing proposal(s) as required.

To conform to the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-2     Log #37  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John F. Bender, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

Revise text as follows:
2.3.7 UL Publications. Underwriters Laboratories Inc., 333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL 60062-2096.
ANSI/UL 489, Molded-Case Circuit Breakers, Molded-Case Switches and Circuit Breaker Enclosures, Tenth edition,

2002, (R 2006) 2009.
ANSI/UL 943, Standard for Ground-Fault Circuit Interrupters, 2006, (R 2008) Revised 2010.
UL 1436, Outlet Circuit Testers and Similar Indicating Devices, 4th edition, 1998, (R 2004) 2004.

Add ANSI approval designation to ANSI/UL 943 and update referenced standards to most recent
revision.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-3     Log #35  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John F. Bender, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

Revise text as follows:
A device intended for the protection of personnel that functions to

deenergize a circuit or portion thereof within an established period of time when a current to ground exceeds the values
established for a Class A device. Note: Class A Ground-Fault Circuit Interrupters trip when the current to ground has a
value in the range of 4 mA to 6 mA. For further information, see ANSI/UL 943,

. [70, 2008].
Add ANSI approval designation to ANSI/UL 943.

1Printed on  6/6/2011



Report on Proposals  –  November 2012 NFPA 70B
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-4     Log #1  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan
Add item (3) as shown below.

5.2 Essential Elements of an EPM Program.
An EPM program should consist of the following essential elements:
(1) Responsible and qualified personnel
(2) Regularly scheduled inspection, testing and servicing of equipment

Regular, fixed interval testing is not necessarily risk-informed.   Fixed interval testing, while easy to
document, schedule and verify does always produce the intended result.  Fixed interval testing can be over-testing,
resulting in reduced resources available for more critical systems – in addition to increasing the likelihood of
maintenance induced accidents and errors.  Fixed interval testing may also have the unintended effect of retarding
innovation in products by transferring the cost of the useful life of the product to the Owner rather than building it into the
inherent life-cycle value of the product itself.

Acceptance of this comment will create a link between Annex K and the main body of this document and will suggest
other ways to rationalize a preventive maintenance budget with the nature and condition of the system or occupancy.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-5     Log #2  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan
Add text as shown follows:

Effective electrical preventive maintenance begins with good design. In the
design of new facilities, a conscious effort to ensure optimum maintainability is recommended. Dual circuits, tie circuits,
auxiliary power sources, and drawout protective devices make it easier to schedule maintenance and to perform
maintenance work with minimum interruption of production. Other effective design techniques include equipment rooms
to provide environmental protection, grouping of equipment for more convenience and accessibility, grouping of load
classes on a dedicated circuit and standardization of equipment and components.

Mixed load classes on medium voltage circuits are common in campus-style facilities.   The condition
evolves over time because of the increased cost of running bulk distribution circuits to buildings of the same occupancy
type. Over time then, library and classroom buildings are on the same supply circuit as high rise health care and public
safety office buildings; parking structures on the same circuit as central chiller plants that provide mission critical power.
To the extent possible, planners of campus medium voltage distribution systems should try to partition these load
classes – if for no other reason than to prioritize a load shedding regime back at the distribution switchgear in the district
energy plant.   Grouping of load classes would manage the economic affect of forced outages which will indirectly affect
the manner in which restoration and maintenance objectives are achieved.

2Printed on  6/6/2011



Report on Proposals  –  November 2012 NFPA 70B
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-6     Log #3  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan
Modify punctuation and add the words “and occupancies” as shown in underline below.

The following four basic steps should be taken in the planning and development of an EPM program. In their
simplest form, they are as follows:

(1) Compile a listing of all equipment and systems.
(2) Determine which equipment, and systems are most critical and most important.

An electrical preventive maintenance program should be scaled to the risk to the occupancy.   Many
adopting organizations have virtually no additional  money to comply with 70B recommendations but are opting to
prioritize and to allocate resources to where the risk is greatest and where the probability of  reducing adverse
consequences is greatest.   Some of the criteria that could be used by AHJ’s and insurance companies are:

● Facility classification.  A distinction should be made between general business occupancies and health care and
high-rise facilities.  A preventive maintenance program for a college campus would be more robust in a place of
assembly than in an off-site book storage warehouse.

● Permanent maintenance staff.  A supervised installation may be more watchful of the conditions of maintenance and
supervision; would be most familiar with baseline data and incident logs, and IT&M sampling strategies.

● Overall characteristics of the electrical system.  The age of the system, availability of spare parts, and  the nature of
its supply source; system redundancy.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-7     Log #73  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan / Rep. APPA.ORG - Leadership in Education - Association of

Education Facility Executives
Add new text as shown below:

6.3.1.2    The team should review the entire plant or each of its operating segments in detail, considering each unit of
equipment as related to the entire operation and the effect of its loss on safety and production.

6.3.1.2.x   Each branch circuit and feeder should be visibly and permanently marked to distinguish whether or not the
end use equipment supplied from it is an emergency power load or a standby power load.  The distinction may assist
electricians determine which circuits may be de-energized in emergency and/or or maintenance conditions.

Electricians are frequently reluctant to de-energize circuits for maintenance or load-shedding
operations because they do not know enough about the end-use equipment.  Identifying circuits according to priority --
and making this identification a permanent part of the maintenance program -- may enable safer, and more economical
maintenance.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-8     Log #74  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan / Rep. APPA.ORG - Leadership in Education - Association of

Education Facility Executives
Add new text as shown below:

   Many maintenance tasks require equipment to be deenergized for effective results.
8.1.1.1.x   PPE or hearing protection is not required for maintenance tasks that are performed on de-energized

equipment and placed in an electrically safe condition by qualified persons.
Seems obvious; but the 70-series of documents have given so much attention to electrical safety while

working on energized equipment over the past 15 years that the advantages of working on de-energized equipment
have gotten lost in the discussion.

3Printed on  6/6/2011



Report on Proposals  –  November 2012 NFPA 70B
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-9     Log #4  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise and combine 9.9.4.1 and 9.9.4.1.1.   Delete 9.9.4.1.2

Stationary batteries are a primary power source for critical systems, ac power generation equipment,
switchgear, and control circuits.  Stationary batteries also provide backup power for essential equipment during outages
of the primary power supply. Because these applications require reliable service, stationary batteries should be serviced
regularly. The maintenance required depends on each battery’s application, type, construction features and materials,
and environment.

9.9.4.1.1  Lead–acid batteries are of two technologies: flooded wet cell design and sealed valve regulated lead–acid
(VRLA) designs. Stationary batteries are typically lead–acid batteries with lead–antimony or lead–calcium grids. Some
stationary batteries are nickel–cadmium (Ni-Cad) units. VRLA batteries have a shorter service life than flooded cells,
cannot be tested in the same manner, and are not addressed in this document.
Battery chargers play a critical role in battery maintenance because they supply normal dc requirements and maintain
batteries at appropriate levels of charge. Chargers should be set and maintained according to manufacturers'
instructions.

Stationary batteries are most often used as the reserve power source for critical equipment during power
outages.  These batteries are typically vented lead-acid (VLA) batteries consisting of either lead calcium or
lead-antimony grids.  Other technologies may be utilized in these applications but are not specifically addressed in the
following paragraphs.      Due to the reliability requirements for these applications, specific safety guidelines as well as
well defined maintenance practices should be utilized to ensure a reliable system.  The following sections offer guidance
on the safety and maintenance requirements.  In addition, the manufacturers’ recommendations should be followed and
the appropriate IEEE standards referenced for additional information.

In their edit of 9.9.4, we would like to have seen the 70B committee’s proposal combine paragraphs
9.9.4.1 and 9.9.4.1.1.  The existing “General” paragraph does not summarize the intent of Section 9.9.4. It mentions
things that are not actually discussed later.  Paragraph 9.9.4.1.2 can be deleted as it is commentary and adds no
guidance for procedures.   Chargers should be beyond the scope of para 9.9.4. , which is actually about batteries with
only the briefest mention of chargers.   Almost all batteries used in substation and switchgear applications are lead-acid,
with an occasional VRLA or Ni-Cd (described as “other technologies” in this comment).  Many of the subsequent
paragraphs in the 2006 and the proposed 2010 editions address only vented lead-acid batteries.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members:
Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries;  Thomas
Carpenter/ Arnold AFB;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Electric;  and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

4Printed on  6/6/2011



Report on Proposals  –  November 2012 NFPA 70B
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-10     Log #5  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

Battery maintenance normally consists of periodic inspections and tests. As a minimum, a
maintenance program should be established based on manufacturers’ installation & operation  manuals.  Ideally, other
standards such as  IEEE recommended practices applicable to the battery design may also be consulted, as these are
frequently called out in the manufacturer’s manuals.  For further information on testing see 21.14,
Visual inspections include checking electrolyte level and internal conditions in jar-type cells. Many battery problems can
be detected by visual inspections. Tests aid in evaluating performance and permit comparisons with standards and with
historical test results. Battery manufacturers are good sources of information for maintenance programs.

Delete the last 4 sentences of 9.9.4.2 as they do not give any specifics about what visual inspection
should look for on any given type of battery or how to interpret what is observed.  Procedures will vary from one battery
technology to another.  Detailed procedures are provided by the battery manufacturers and/or standards written
specifically for the type of battery.    IEEE standards are the most commonly referenced standards for stationary battery
installation and maintenance.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members:
Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies; Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications; Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries;  Thomas
Carpenter/ Arnold AFB;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery; John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-11     Log #6  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

. Personnel should be aware of the hazards associated with stationary batteries. A battery can
produce and emit a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen gas that is explosive. A vented battery emits a mixture of hydrogen
and oxygen gas .  Under abnormal conditions, such as a lack of space ventilation,  it is possible for the mixture to reach
a flammable level. Exposing skin and eyes to electrolyte can cause severe burns and blindness. Voltages present can
cause injury and death. As a minimum, the safety precautions in 9.9.4.3.1 through 9.9.4.3.7 should be observed

The existing language of 9.9.4.3 exaggerates the hazards.   A vented battery that is properly installed,
maintained, and operated in a properly ventilated space will not create explosive levels of gas.   It is only under
abnormal conditions that such a condition can occur.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members:  Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications; Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries;
Thomas Carpenter/ Arnold AFB ;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries ;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery; John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

5Printed on  6/6/2011



Report on Proposals  –  November 2012 NFPA 70B
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-12     Log #7  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

Maintenance personnel should be trained to perform the tasks properly . Training should include using personal
protective equipment, handling the electrolyte safely, using the proper tools, and following the battery manufacturer's
service and maintenance instructions and recommended tools.

This list in 9.9.4.3.1 is not all-inclusive.  Refer to the manufacturer’s instructions for the skills required
for a specific battery technology, and which frequently refer to other standards such as IEEE battery standards and
NFPA 70E.  The latter go into more detail about the levels and types of skills required.  IEEE draft Standard 1657, which
will be published prior to the next edition of NFPA 70B, gives detailed curriculum for certifying battery technicians.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members:  Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries ;
Thomas Carpenter/ Arnold AFB;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery; John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-13     Log #8  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Delete the following text:

The room or compartment in which operating lead–acid batteries are located should be ventilated adequately.
Delete 9.9.4.3.2

This is a design issue, not a maintenance issue.
This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following

members:  Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries;
Thomas Carpenter/ Arnold AFB;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery; John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-14     Log #9  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

Appropriate safety equipment should be worn used in accordance with NFPA 70E and manufacturer’s instructions. ,
including goggles, gloves, and aprons, by persons working with the batteries.   Eyewash and quick drench facilities
should be provided near the batteries.

NFPA 70E and battery manufacturers specify the safety equipment and tools for battery installation
and maintenance.  Provision for eye wash stations is a design issue, not a maintenance function.  NFPA 70E (240.2)
requires installation and proper functioning of eye wash equipment.

This comments is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members:  Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries;
Thomas Carpenter/ Arnold AFB;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery; John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-15     Log #10  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

Open flames, sparks, hot plates, and other ignition sources should be kept away from storage batteries, gas ventilation
paths, and places where hydrogen can accumulate.

Delete “hot plates” as it is not necessary and typically would not be in a battery room in the first place.
A hot plate would qualify as just one example of many “other ignition sources.”

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members:  Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries;
Thomas Carpenter/ Arnold AFB;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery; John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-16     Log #11  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

Metal Conductive objects should not be placed on used near battery cells. Insulated tools should be used to protect
against shorting of cells.

9.9.4.3.5 could be deleted entirely as it would be addressed in 9.9.4.3.1.   Replace “metal” with
“conductive,” as objects can be conductive but not necessarily metal.   Conductive objects should not be placed on or
used near the conductive elements of a battery system.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members:  Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries;
Thomas Carpenter/ Arnold AFB;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery; John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-17     Log #12  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Delete the following text:

When electrolyte is being prepared, personal protective equipment should include a full face shield. POUR ACID INTO
WATER, NOT WATER INTO ACID. If the electrolyte comes in contact with skin or eyes, the affected area should be
immediately flushed with water and medical assistance obtained

Delete this paragraph.   Mixing acid and water in the field is not a standard practices (is really the rare
exception).  Most often we just add water to a cell.  When electrolyte is required, it is almost always obtained from the
manufacturer in the proper specific gravity.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members:  Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries;
Thomas Carpenter/ Arnold AFB;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery; John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-18     Log #13  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

Unauthorized access to the battery area exposed batteries should be prohibited.
This is only applicable when the batteries are located in a battery room or other restricted area in

which batteries are installed in open racks. Often batteries are collocated with other equipment where access is required
by several technical and operating personnel, in which case batteries are typically secured in cabinets.   In these cases,
appropriate warning signs should be displayed.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries;
Thomas Carpenter/ Arnold AFB;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery, John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-19     Log #14  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

Reword the title of paragraph 9.9.4.4. to clarify that it is for visual inspections only, of both mechanical
and electrical equipment.   Delete “associated servicing” as this is included in other paragraphs.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications; Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries ;
Thomas Carpenter/ Arnold AFB ;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery; John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-20     Log #15  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

Jars Containers and covers should be checked for cracks and structural damage. Maintenance of flame arrester–type
vent caps should consist of rinsing them in clear water and air drying. Damaged units and damaged or missing
removable vent caps should be replaced.

The slang term “jars” is technically incorrect; the term “container” should be substituted wherever the
term “jars” is used in this document.

Cleaning of flame arrestors is not a standard battery maintenance routine and is not recommended as it can introduce
contaminants into the electrolyte, it can create a potentially hazardous condition if flame arrestors are removed more
than briefly, and flame arrestor vent caps cannot be serviced on VRLA or similar batteries.  Damaged or missing vent
caps should be replaced.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members:  Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies; Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications; Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries ;
Thomas Carpenter/ Arnold AFB;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries ; Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-21     Log #16  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

Plates and internal parts of within clear jars containers should be checked for damages such as buckling, warping,
scaling, swelling, cracking, hydration rings, excessive sedimentation, mossing, copper contamination, internal post seal
cracks, and changes in color. Damaged Questionable cells should be replaced evaluated for repair or replacement.

The term “jars” is technically incorrect;  the term “container” should be used wherever the term “jars” is
used in this document.   Internal parts should also be checked for a lot more than what is presently identified.
Sometimes minor damage can be repaired.  Some degree of battery defect can be tolerated or repaired.
This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies Inc.;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications; Gary Balash/ East Penn Mfg;
Thomas Carpenter/ Aerospace Testing Alliance;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries ; Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen
McCluer/APC by Schneider Electric; Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Power; Chris
Searles/ BAE Batteries; Dan McMenamin/DMA; Ron Marts/Telcordia;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/
Emerson Network Equipment; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-22     Log #17  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

The charger should be checked for proper operation. Interconnection cables, cell connectors, and other conductors
should be examined for wear, contamination, corrosion, and discoloration. Racks should be checked for corrosion,
cleanliness, proper grounding, and structural integrity.

Chargers should be removed from this section of the document (see previous proposal on para 9.9..4)
Grounding can also be affected by the same issues cited in the previous sentence.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies Inc.; Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications; Gary Balash/ East Penn Mfg;
Thomas Carpenter/ Aerospace Testing Alliance ; Allen Byrne / International Batteries ; Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen
McCluer/APC by Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Power;  Chris
Searles/ BAE Batteries; Dan McMenamin/DMA; Ron Marts/Telcordia;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/
Emerson Network Equipment; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-23     Log #18  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

A check should be made for spilled electrolyte. A solution of water and bicarbonate of soda (baking soda) solution
should be used to neutralize lead– acid battery spills, and a boric acid and water solution should be used for Ni-Cad
spills in accordance with the battery manufacturer’s instructions.

Battery manufacturer’s would indicate the proper solution and dilution.
This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following

members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies Inc.; Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications; Gary Balash/ East Penn Mfg;
Thomas Carpenter/ Aerospace Testing Alliance ; Allen Byrne / International Batteries ; Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen
McCluer/APC by Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Power; Dan
McMenamin/DMA; Ron Marts/Telcordia;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Equipment;
and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-24     Log #19  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

The electrolyte level before water addition, should be checked and corrective measures should be noted in accordance
with the  owner’s maintenance program and the manufacturer’s recommendations. It should be determined that
electrolyte and cells are clear, with minimal deposits, gassing, or rings, and that there is only minor sediment below the
plates. The amounts of water added to the cells should be recorded. Excessive water consumption can be a sign of
overcharging or cell damage.  For lead–antimony batteries, water consumption increases gradually with age.  Distilled or
deionized water should be used unless otherwise recommended by the battery manufacturer.

Never add acid anything but water to a battery when refilling. unless recommended to do so by the
manufacturer.

It is assumed that there is already a maintenance program established to address inspection and
recording of electrolyte levels.

The items in the second sentence are already addressed in previous paragraphs (see 9.9.4.4.2)
The 3rd sentence is already addressed w/ revisions to the 1st sentence.
re:  4th sentence:  Partial cell shorts can cause excessive water consumption.
In large battery installations it can often be less expensive to install deionization equipment than to buy distilled water

for battery watering.  Properly maintained deionization equipment can and does provide perfectly suitable water for
batteries.

re Caution:  delete the words “when refilling” as they are not needed.   Acid, electrolyte, or anything else should not be
added unless specifically instructed to do so by the manufacturer.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies Inc.; Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications; Gary Balash/ East Penn Mfg;
Thomas Carpenter/ Aerospace Testing Alliance ; Allen Byrne / International Batteries ; Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen
McCluer/APC by Schneider Electric; Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Power;  Dan
McMenamin/DMA; Ron Marts/Telcordia;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Equipment;
and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-25     Log #20  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

Ventilation and the suitability and condition of electrical equipment in the area should be checked for its  possible effect
on the battery. Battery proximity to combustibles and ignition sources should be evaluated. Local sources of heating
and cooling can create cell temperature differentials that cause battery damage. Battery room  vVentilation openings
should be checked to be sure they are clear of obstructions.

Both heating and cooling  - or lack thereof - can affect battery performance.
The 2nd sentence is addressed in para 9.9.4.3. 4
Add the final sentence, which is moved from 9.9.4.4.13 because it fits better here.
Note:  Most of this paragraph addresses installation issues more than maintenance issues.
This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following

members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies Inc.; Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ East Penn Mfg;
Thomas Carpenter/ Aerospace Testing Alliance;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen
McCluer/APC by Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Power;   Dan
McMenamin/DMA; Ron Marts/Telcordia;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Equipment;
and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-26     Log #21  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

Ambient temperature should be checked to be within the manufacturer’s recommended range. For example, the
optimum ambient operating temperature for lead–acid batteries is 20-25°C (68 - 77°F). Ni-Cad batteries can operate
satisfactorily over a greater range of temperatures, generally from 25°C to 45°C  (77 41 °F to 113°F). High ambient
temperatures reduce cell life.

Every  9 8.4°C (15°F) increase in temperature above 25°C (77°F) can reduces lead–acid cell life by up to 50 percent
and Ni-Cad cell life by up to 20 percent. Lower ambient cell temperatures reduce cell capacity (A lead-acid battery
operating at 16°C (60°F) loses about 10 percent of its designed capacity.

Most of the statements made in 9.9.4.4.7 are design issues, not maintenance issues.  The values cited
can vary from one manufacturer to another depending upon many variables.  The technician should make sure that
ambient temperature is within the range specified by the battery manufacturer.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies Inc.;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ East Penn Mfg;
Thomas Carpenter/ Aerospace Testing Alliance;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen
McCluer/APC by Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Power;  Dan
McMenamin/DMA; Ron Marts/Telcordia;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Equipment;
and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-27     Log #22  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Insert a new 9.9.4.4.9 and renumber all subsequent paragraphs.

Verify that voltage potential between the battery’s most positive and most negative terminals is within the
manufacturer’s recommended float voltage range for the observed ambient temperature.

High or low voltage can be a sign of charger failure, improper setting, charger malfunction, or
excessive voltage drop in the wiring.  This paragraph addresses charger issues.
This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies Inc.;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ East Penn Mfg;
Thomas Carpenter/ Aerospace Testing Alliance;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;   Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen
McCluer/APC by Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Power;  Dan
McMenamin/DMA; Ron Marts/Telcordia;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Equipment;
and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-28     Log #23  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

Lead–acid battery surfaces should be cleaned with a mild solution of water and sodium bicarbonate to avoid leakage
currents caused by electrolyte on the battery. Ni-Cad battery surfaces should be cleaned with a solution of boric acid
and water. solution. Cleaners, soaps, or solvents should not be used to clean battery containers jars and covers, since
damage can result. Consult the battery manufacturer for the proper solution and dilution.

Battery manufacturer’s would indicate the proper solution and dilution.
This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following

members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies Inc.;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ East Penn Mfg;
Thomas Carpenter/ Aerospace Testing Alliance;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen
McCluer/APC by Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Power;  Dan
McMenamin/DMA; Ron Marts/Telcordia;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Equipment;
and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-29     Log #24  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

The intercell connectors (links) should be checked annually and torqued to specified values.
All battery connections should be checked on a routine basis for high connection resistance.  When a connection
resistance is high then the connections should be cleaned and  re-torqued in accordance with the manufacturer’s
procedures.

Many manufacturers no longer recommend to re-torque annually as this practice leads to deformation
and over-stressing of the posts.  Furthermore, it does not guarantee a good connection.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies Inc.;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ East Penn Mfg;
Thomas Carpenter/ Aerospace Testing Alliance;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen
McCluer/APC by Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Power; Dan
McMenamin/DMA; Ron Marts/Telcordia;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Equipment;
and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-30     Log #25  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Delete text as follows:

9.9.4.4.13     Battery room  vVentilation openings should be checked to be sure they are clear of obstructions.
Delete this paragraph and move the statement to 9.9.4.4.6 where ventilation is addressed.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies Inc;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ East Penn Mfg;
Thomas Carpenter/ Aerospace Testing Alliance;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen
McCluer/APC by Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Power;  Dan
McMenamin/DMA; Ron Marts/Telcordia;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Equipment;
and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-31     Log #26  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Delete the following text:

9.9.4.5.1     Excessive gassing can result from overcharging.
Delete paragraph 9.9.4.5.1.  It is addressed in 9.9.4.3.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies Inc.; Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ East Penn Mfg;
Thomas Carpenter/ Aerospace Testing Alliance;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen
McCluer/APC by Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Power;  Dan
McMenamin/DMA; Ron Marts/Telcordia;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Equipment;
and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-32     Log #27  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Delete the following text:

9.9.4.5.2     Vibration reduces battery life. Excessive vibration can be detected by observing vibration of plates and
sediment in the jar.

Vibration does reduce life, but it is more likely to be a problem before it can be detected by visual
observation.  If construction next door or some other source of vibration causes excess sedimentation or plate cracking,
there is not much that a maintenance technician can do about it.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies Inc.; Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ East Penn Mfg;
Thomas Carpenter/ Aerospace Testing Alliance;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen
McCluer/APC by Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Power;  Dan
McMenamin/DMA; Ron Marts/Telcordia;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Equipment;
and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-33     Log #28  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Delete the following text:

9.9.4.5.3      A lead–acid battery electrolyte begins to freeze at -29°C (-20°F), but it can freeze at warmer temperatures
if its specific gravity is low. Once ice crystals form, damage to the cell is irreparable.

The statement in 9.9.4.5.3 adds no value, and the values stated are technically incorrect anyway
because the freezing point is a function of the specific gravity of the battery electrolyte.  If a battery is installed into an
environment that is so far below the manufacturer’s recommended operating temperature that it freezes, this is not a
service issue but an application design issue.  If the water in the battery freezes, the technician already knows he has a
problem.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies Inc.; Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ East Penn Mfg;
Thomas Carpenter/ Aerospace Testing Alliance;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen
McCluer/APC by Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Power; Dan
McMenamin/DMA; Ron Marts/Telcordia;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Equipment;
and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-34     Log #29  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Delete the following text:

9.9.4.5.4      Hydration occurs when a lead–acid battery is overdischarged without an immediate recharge, or when a
dry-charge battery is accidentally filled with water. A sign of hydration is a whitish ring in the jar, which eventually shorts
the positive and negative plates. Hydration is an irreversible condition.

The statement in 9.9.4.5.4, while generally correct, is tutorial and give no guidance for corrective
action.   Inspection for hydration rings  was covered previously in our proposal  for 9.9.4.4.2

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies Inc.;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ East Penn Mfg;
Thomas Carpenter/ Aerospace Testing Alliance;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen
McCluer/APC by Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Power;  Dan
McMenamin/DMA; Ron Marts/Telcordia;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Network Equipment;
and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-35     Log #30  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Delete the following text:

Overcharging of lead-acid cells or charging at excessive rates leads to mossing. Mossing is the development of
sponge-like material high on the negative plates and the resulting sedimentation in the cells. Continued mossing shorts
out the plates.

The statement in 9.9.4.5.5, while generally correct, is tutorial and gives no guidance for corrective
action.   Inspection for mossing was covered previously in our proposal  for 9.9.4.4.2.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-36     Log #38  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
If used, pilot cell voltage specific gravity, and electrolyte temperature should be measured and recorded monthly per

the established maintenance program (9.9.4.2). Refer to the manufacturer’s recommended practices for the use of pilot
cells and for the range for float voltage applicable to a specific battery. Common float voltage range for lead-calcium
cells is 2.20 volts to 2.30 volts per cell. Lead-antimony cells float at about 2.17 volts to 2.21 volts per cell. Ni-Cad cells
charge at approximately 1.42 volts per cell. Manufacturers’ literature should be referred to for specific charge potentials.

Pilot cell readings are optional and are primarily for lead-antimony batteries. Not all routines are
monthly. There are three specific measurements mentioned in the statement. Only one has a range. The range given
could be misleading depending upon the specific gravity. It would be better to refer to the manufacturer’s
recommendation for the specific battery.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-37     Log #39  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
A performance load test should be performed within the first 2 years of installation and every 3 to 5 years thereafter at

intervals not greater than 25% of the expected service life, or as recommended by the manufacturer, depending on the
load reliability requirements and environmental conditions of the installation. The frequency of battery tests should be
increased to yearly when the battery reaches 85 percent of its service life or when it shows signs of deterioration.

The existing description is for a test, which is specific.  See the definition in IEEE 450:
“ – A constant current or constant power capacity test made on a battery after it has been in service, to
detect any change in the capacity.”  A performance test tracks the capacity of the battery over time.

A test, on the other hand, is a generic term that is not used by the IEEE stationary battery committee.  A load test
could be any type of test such as an “acceptance test” or an “as found test”, and does not necessarily track changes
over time.

IEEE 1188 (VRLA Battery maintenance) and 450 (Vented Lead-Acid Battery Maintenance) both recommend that
performance test intervals should not be greater than 25% of the expected service life.  IEEE 1106 recommends 5-year
intervals.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-38     Log #40  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Batteries should be examined under full load with an infrared scanning device whenever a performance

test is conducted..  Infrared scanning can reveal  problems such as The abnormal temperature of a cell, a poor
connection at a battery post and a deteriorated link, strap, or conductor. is some of the problems

Thermographic scans are becoming recognized as a “best practice” but have not been incorporated as
a requirement under general maintenance or testing guidelines in battery maintenance standards

A thermographic scan can be a useful tool, but only if properly conducted and analyzed. Technicians and data analysts
must understand what is normal and what is abnormal.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-39     Log #41  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Test readings Measurements should be recorded for future reference along with log notations of the visual inspection

and corrective action. A copy An example of a battery record is included as Figure H.21. The record should be modified
to correspond to the user’s maintenance program per 15.9.4.2.

The example given in Figure H.21 is not applicable to all battery types. It is not applicable to capacity
or performance testing. It applies to routine maintenance/ inspection and really should not be referenced in this testing
section at all.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-40     Log #75  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan / Rep. APPA.ORG - Leadership in Education

Add to the list of electrical system tests -- utility impedance test
Chapter 11 Testing and Test Methods

11.1 Introduction.
11.2 Acceptance Tests and Maintenance Tests.
11.3 As-Found and As-Left Tests.
11.4 Frequency of Tests.
11.5 Special Precautions and Safety.
11.6 Qualifications of Test Operators.
11.7 Test Equipment.
11.8 Forms.
11.9 Insulation Testing.
11.10 Low Voltage Circuit Breakers.
11.11 Transformer Tests.
11.12 Protective Relays.
11.13 Grounding Systems.
11.14 Battery Testing.
11.15 Switches.
11.16 Medium and High Voltage Circuit Breakers.
11.17 Infrared Inspection.
11.18 Fuses.
11.19 Insulating-Liquid Analysis.
11.20 Rotating Machine Testing.
11.21 Cables.
11.22 Adjustable-Speed Drive Testing.
11.23 Switchgear and Switchboard Assemblies.
11.24 Surge Arresters.
11.25 Power Factor Correction Capacitors.
11.26 Emergency Systems.

This information is important for short circuit studies and  flash hazard analysis -- particularly in utility
services in district energy systems and where the last mile of distribution is dynamically changing in smart grid
distributed control.

The instrument can be a one-time, or a recording meter, one that is permanently built.  I have provided a photo and the
IEEE paper describing this device.

As the author of this proposal, I am grateful to all of the authors of the IEEE paper I have provided (Using a
Microporcessor-Based Instrument to Predict the Incident Energy From Arc-Flash Hazards) who built four of these
devices and were generous with their time in describing the tests and results. They are, as follows:

Thomas L. Baldwin
Michael J. Hittel
Lynn F. Saunders
Frank Renovich, Jr.

My hope is that equipment manufacturers will take notice and begin manufacturing utility impedance meters
("Z-meters") as stand-alone devices, or as a function in an existing package of service switchgear instrumentation.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-41     Log #36  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John F. Bender, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

Revise text as follows:
A device intended for the protection of personnel that functions to

deenergize a circuit or portion thereof within an established period of time when a current to ground exceeds the values
established for a Class A device. Note: Class A Ground-Fault Circuit Interrupters trip when the current to ground has a
value in the range of 4 mA to 6 mA. For further information, see ANSI/UL 943,

. [70, 2008].
Add ANSI approval designation to ANSI/UL 943.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-42     Log #72  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan / Rep. APPA.ORG - Leadership in Education - Association of

Education Facility Executives
After the section on solidly grounded systems, add more technical information add new section

14.1.6.46+ (NEW)
Solidly grounded means that the grounded conductor is grounded without inserting any

resistor or impedance device.
Neutral Grounding Resistors (NGR’s) limit the fault current when

one phase of the system shorts or arcs to ground. In the event that a ground fault condition exists, the NGR typically
limits the current to 200-400A, though most resistor manufacturers label any resistor that limits the current to 25A or
greater as low resistance.

High Resistance Grounding (HRG) systems limit the fault current
when one phase of the system shorts or arcs to ground, but at lower levels than low resistance systems. In the event
that a ground fault condition exists, the HRG typically limits the current to 5-10A, though most resistor manufacturers
label any resistor that limits the current to 25A or less as high resistance.

Low Resistance Grounding:
1. Limits phase-to-ground currents to 200-400A.2. Reduces arcing current and, to some extent, limits arc-flash hazards

associated with phase-to-ground arcing current conditions only.
3. May limit the mechanical damage and thermal damage to shorted transformer and rotating machinery windings.
4. Does not prevent operation of overcurrent devices.
5. Does not require a ground fault detection system.
6. May be utilized on medium or high voltage systems. GE offers low resistance grounding systems up to 72kV

line-to-line.
7. Conductor insulation and surge arrestors must be rated based on the lineto- line voltage. Phase-to-neutral loads

must be served through an isolation transformer.
High Resistance Grounding:
1. Limits phase-to-ground currents to 5-10A.
2. Reduces arcing current and essentially eliminates arc-flash hazards associated with phase-to-ground arcing current

conditions only.
3. Will eliminate the mechanical damage and may limit thermal damage to shorted transformer and rotating machinery

windings.
4. Prevents operation of overcurrent devices until the fault can be located (when only one phase faults to ground).
5. Requires a ground fault detection system to notify the facility engineer that a ground fault condition has occurred.
6. May be utilized on low voltage systems or medium voltage systems up to 5kV. IEEE Standard 141-1993 states that

“high resistance grounding should be restricted to 5kV class or lower systems with charging currents of about 5.5A or
less and should not be attempted on 15kV systems, unless proper grounding relaying is employed”.

7. Conductor insulation and surge arrestors must be rated based on the lineto- line voltage. Phase-to-neutral loads
must be served through an
isolation transformer.

Resistance Grounding Systems have many advantages over solidly grounded systems including arc-flash hazard
reduction, limiting mechanical and thermal damage associated with faults, and controlling transient overvoltages. High
resistance grounding systems may also be employed to maintain service continuity and assist with locating the source
of a fault. When designing a system with resistors, the design/consulting engineer must consider the specific
requirements for conductor insulation ratings, surge arrestor ratings, breaker single-pole duty ratings, and method of
serving phase-to-neutral loads.

Engineers and facility managers who design, build and operate campus-style bulk distribution grids are
struggling with economical ways to provide electrical power reliably and safely (i.e. reducing flash energy).  Low
resistance grounded systems for campus style medium voltage distribution has particular advantages if migration to low
resistance grounding from solidly grounded systems can be scaled incrementally.  As long as some of the cable
insulation issues can be managed, low resistance grounding is a near-silver bullet solution to many of the maintenance
problems associated with very high incident energy at primary equipment for the most common type of fault - the
phase-to-ground fault.
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The electrical engineers who are retained by Architects in education facilities projects, for example, should present

resistance grounding options their clients as a safety and maintenance solution.  Installing this passage into NFPA 70B
will enliven the discussion among planners and designers of campus-style medium voltage distribution grids as well as
inform many smart-grid, interactive grid concepts going forward.

Much of this material has been derived from the following sources:
"Resistance Grounding System Basics", By Michael D. Seal, P.E., General Electric E Senior Specification Engineer

and "Innovative Techniques for Mitigating Arc Flash Exposure" by David Shipp at  Eaton Corporation.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-43     Log #42  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Stationary batteries are a primary power source for critical systems, ac power generation

equipment, switchgear, and control circuits. Stationary batteries also provide backup power for essential equipment
during outages of the primary power supply. Because these applications require reliable service, stationary batteries
should be serviced regularly. The maintenance required depends on each battery’s application, type, construction
features and materials, and environment.

Lead–acid batteries are of two technologies: flooded wet cell design and sealed valve regulated lead–acid
(VRLA) designs. Stationary batteries are typically lead–acid batteries with lead–antimony or lead–calcium grids. Some
stationary batteries are nickel–cadmium (Ni-Cad) units. VRLA batteries have a shorter service life than flooded cells,
cannot be tested in the same manner, and are not addressed in this document.

Battery chargers play a critical role in battery maintenance because they supply normal dc requirements
and maintain batteries at appropriate levels of charge. Chargers should be set and maintained according to
manufacturers’ instructions.

Stationary batteries are most often used as the reserve power source for critical equipment during
power outages. These batteries are typically vented lead-acid (VLA) batteries consisting of either lead calcium or lead
antimony grids. Other technologies may be utilized in these applications but are not specifically addressed in the
following paragraphs. Due to the reliability requirements for these applications, specific safety guidelines as well as well
defined maintenance practices should be utilized to ensure a reliable system. The following sections offer guidance on
the safety and maintenance requirements. In addition, the manufacturers’ recommendations should be followed and the
appropriate IEEE standards should be referred to for additional information.

This proposal is one of a series by the IEEE Stationary Battery committee.
● The existing “General” paragraph does not summarize the intent of Section 15.9.4. It mentions things that are not

actually discussed later.
● Paragraph 15.9.4.1.2 can be deleted as it is commentary and adds no guidance for procedures.
● Chargers should be beyond the scope of para 15.9.4., which is actually about batteries with only the briefest mention

of chargers.
● Almost all batteries used in substation and switchgear applications are vented lead-acid, with an occasional VRLA or

Ni-Cd (described as “other technologies” in this proposal).
● Many of the subsequent paragraphs in the 2010 edition address only vented lead-acid batteries.
A separate proposal recommends the addition of a new section for references to battery maintenance standards.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-44     Log #43  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Add new text to read as follows:
The following should be considered for specific maintenance, repair considerations, and

procedures:
(1) IEEE Std 450 –  IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid

Batteries for Stationary Applications
(2) IEEE Std 1188 – IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing and Replacement of Valve-Regulated

Lead-Acid (VRLA) Batteries for Stationary Applications
(3) IEEE Std 1106 –  IEEE Recommended Practice for Installation, Maintenance, Testing and Replacement of Vented

Nickel-Cadmium Batteries for Stationary Applications
(4) IEEE Std 1145 –  IEEE Recommended Practice for Installation and Maintenance of Nickel-Cadmium Batteries for

Photovoltaic (PV) Systems
(5) IEEE Std 1657 – IEEE Recommended Practice for Personnel Qualifications for Installation and Maintenance of

Stationary Batteries
This proposal would add a section for references.  The paragraph number depends upon action on

other proposals.
Items 1-4 cite industry standards for maintenance of vented lead-acid, VRLA, and Ni-Cd batteries.
Item 5 cites a recent standard for certification of battery technicians in order to identify an individual as “qualified.”
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-45     Log #44  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Battery maintenance normally consists of periodic inspections and tests. As a minimum, a

maintenance program should be established based on manufacturers’ installation and operation manuals. Ideally, other
standards such as IEEE recommended practices applicable to the battery design may also be consulted, as these are
frequently called out in the manufacturer’s manuals. For further information on testing see 11.14, Battery Testing. Visual
inspections include checking electrolyte level and internal conditions in jar-type cells. Many battery problems can be
detected by visual inspections. Tests aid in evaluating performance and permit comparisons with standards and with
historical test results. Battery manufacturers are good sources of information for maintenance programs.

Delete sentences #2 through 5 of paragraph 15.9.4.2 as they do not give any specifics about what
visual inspection should look for on any given type of battery or how to interpret what is observed.

The revised text clarifies that procedures will vary from one battery technology to another. For example, checking
electrolyte levels is not possible on a VRLA battery.  Detailed procedures are provided by the battery manufacturers
and/or standards written specifically for the type of battery. The existing text references “standards” but doesn't identify
what they are.  IEEE standards are the most commonly referenced standards for stationary battery installation and
maintenance.  A separate proposal recommends adding a paragraph in 15.9.4 to list the appropriate standards (which
are also included in 11.14.1).

In the final sentence we recommend add the name of the referenced section in NFPA 70B.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-46     Log #45  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Personnel should be aware of the hazards associated with stationary batteries. Voltages

present can cause injury and death   Exposing skin and eyes to electrolyte can cause severe burns and blindness A
battery can produce and emit a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen gas that is explosive. Vented lead-acid  batteries can
emit a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen gas. Under abnormal conditions, such as a lack of space ventilation, it is
possible for the mixture to reach a flammable level. Exposing skin and eyes to electrolyte can cause severe burns and
blindness. Voltages present can cause injury and death. As a minimum, the safety precautions in 15.9.4.3.1 through
15.9.4.3.7 should be observed.

The existing language of 15.9.4.3 exaggerates the hazards. A vented battery that is properly installed,
maintained, and operated in a properly ventilated space will not create explosive levels of gas. It is only under abnormal
conditions that such a condition can occur.  We recommend reorganizing the list of hazards by priority, with electrical
shock being the greatest concern.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-47     Log #46  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Maintenance personnel should be trained to perform the tasks properly . Training should include using personal

protective equipment, handling the electrolyte safely, using the proper tools, and following the battery manufacturer’s
service and maintenance instructions and using recommended tools.

This list in 15.9.4.3.1 is not all-inclusive. Refer to the manufacturer’s instructions for the skills required
for a specific battery technology, and which frequently refer to other standards such as IEEE battery standards and
NFPA 70E. The latter go into more detail about the levels and types of skills required. IEEE Standard 1657 gives
detailed curriculum for certifying battery technicians in order to determine when a person is “qualified”.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-48     Log #47  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Delete text as follows:
The room or compartment in which operating lead–acid batteries are located should be ventilated

adequately.
Delete paragraph 15.9.4.3.2 and renumber subsequent paragraphs.  This is a design issue, not a

maintenance issue.  This requirement is appropriate for the National Electrical Code, Fire Code, or Mechanical Code.  It
is inappropriate for an electrical equipment maintenance standard.  The appropriate battery maintenance is to verify that
any room or compartment ventilation system is operating.   Paragraph 15.9.4.4.6 addresses inspection of ventilation
system(s).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-49     Log #48  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Appropriate safety equipment should be worn used in accordance with NFPA 70E and manufacturer’s

instructions. , including goggles, gloves, and aprons, by persons working with the batteries. Eyewash and quick drench
facilities should be provided near the batteries.

NFPA 70E and the battery manufacturers specify the safety equipment and tools for battery installation
and maintenance. Safety equipment also includes items that are not “worn”.

Provision for eye wash stations is a facility design issue, not a maintenance issue.  Installation requirements are the
jurisdiction of the National Electrical Code.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-50     Log #49  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Metal Conductive objects should not be placed on used near battery cells. Insulated tools should be used to protect

against shorting of cells.
Replace “metal” with “conductive,” as objects can be conductive but not necessarily metal. Conductive

objects should not be placed on or used near the conductive elements of a battery system.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-51     Log #50  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Delete text as follows:
When electrolyte is being prepared, personal protective equipment should include a full face shield. POUR

ACID INTO WATER, NOT WATER INTO ACID. If the electrolyte comes in contact with skin or eyes, the affected area
should be immediately flushed with water and medical assistance obtained

Delete paragraph 15.9.4.3.6.  PPE is addressed in other paragraphs.  Mixing acid and water in the
field is not a standard practice (is really the rare exception). The standard practice is just to add water to a cell. On the
rare occasions when the addition of acid is required, the electrolyte is almost always obtained from the manufacturer at
the proper specific gravity.

We should point out that this document also addresses Nickel-Cadmium batteries.  You never put acid in a Ni-Cd
battery, in which the active chemical is Potassium Hydroxide (an alkaline agent).  Refer to the MSDS for the appropriate
first aid for the chemicals in a specific type of battery.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-52     Log #51  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Unauthorized access to the battery area exposed batteries should be prohibited.

As written, this paragraph only applies when the batteries are located in a battery room or other
restricted area in which batteries are installed in open racks. Often batteries are collocated with other equipment where
access is required by several technical and operating personnel, in which case batteries are typically secured in
cabinets. In these cases, cabinets should be locked and appropriate warning signs should be displayed.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-53     Log #52  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text as follows:

Reword the title of paragraph 15.9.4.4. to clarify that it is for visual inspections only, of both mechanical
and electrical equipment. All of the following sub-paragraphs address only visual inspection.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-54     Log #53  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Jars Containers and covers should be checked for cracks and structural damage. Maintenance of flame arrester–type

vent caps should consist of rinsing them in clear water and air drying. Damaged units and damaged or missing
removable vent caps should be replaced.

The slang term “jars” is technically incorrect; the term “container” should be substituted wherever the
term “jars” is used in this document.

Cleaning of flame arrestors is not a standard battery maintenance routine and is not recommended as it can introduce
contaminants into the electrolyte, it can create a potentially hazardous condition if flame arrestors are removed more
than briefly, and flame arrestor vent caps cannot be serviced on VRLA or similar batteries. Damaged or missing vent
caps should be replaced.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-55     Log #70  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Plates and internal parts of within clear jars containers should be checked for damages such as buckling,

warping, scaling, swelling, cracking, hydration rings, excessive sedimentation, mossing, copper contamination, internal
post seal cracks, and changes in color. Damaged Questionable cells should be replaced.evaluated for repair or
replacement.

The term “jars” is technically incorrect; the term “container” should be used wherever the term “jars” is
used in this document. Internal parts should also be checked for a lot more than what is presently identified. Sometimes
minor damage can be repaired. Some degree of battery defect can be tolerated or repaired.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-56     Log #71  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
The charger should be checked for proper operation. Interconnection cables, cell connectors, and other

conductors should be examined for wear, contamination, corrosion, and discoloration. Racks should be checked for
corrosion, cleanliness, proper grounding, and structural integrity.

Grounding can also be affected by the same issues cited in the previous sentence.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-57     Log #69  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
A check should be made for spilled electrolyte. A solution of water and bicarbonate of soda (baking soda)

solution should be used to neutralize lead–acid battery spills, and a solution of boric acid and water solution should be
used for Ni-Cad spills. The battery manufacturer’s instructions should be consulted for proper proportions.

Battery manufacturer’s instructions would indicate the proper solution and dilution.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-58     Log #54  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
The electrolyte level before water addition, should be checked and corrective measures should be noted in

accordance with the owner’s maintenance  program and the manufacturer’s recommendations. It should be determined
that electrolyte and cells are clear, with minimal deposits, gassing, or rings, and that there is only minor sediment below
the plates. The amounts of water added to the cells should be recorded. Excessive water consumption can be a sign of
overcharging or cell damage. For lead–antimony batteries, water consumption increases gradually with age. Distilled or
deionized water should be used unless otherwise recommended by the battery manufacturer.

Never add acid anything but water to a battery when refilling. unless recommended to do so by the
manufacturer.

● It is assumed that there is already a maintenance program established to address inspection and
recording of electrolyte levels.

● The items in the second sentence are already addressed in previous paragraphs (see 15.9.4.4.2)
● The 3rd sentence is already addressed w/ revisions to the 1st sentence.
● re: 4th sentence: Partial cell shorts can cause excessive water consumption.
● In large battery installations it can often be less expensive to install deionization equipment than to buy distilled

water for battery watering. Properly maintained deionization equipment can and does provide perfectly suitable water for
batteries.

● re Caution: delete the words “when refilling” as they are not needed. Acid, electrolyte, or anything else should not be
added unless specifically instructed to do so by the manufacturer.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-59     Log #55  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Ventilation and the suitability and condition of electrical equipment in the area should be checked for its

possible effect on the battery. Battery proximity to combustibles and ignition sources should be evaluated. Local sources
of heating and cooling can create cell temperature differentials that cause battery damage. Battery room ventilation
openings should be checked to be sure they are clear of obstructions.

Both heating and cooling - or lack thereof - can affect battery performance.
Delete the 2nd sentence as it is already addressed in paragraph 15.9.4.3.4
Add the final sentence, which is moved from 15.9.4.4.13 because it fits better here (see separate proposal on

15.9.4.4.13).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-60     Log #56  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Ambient temperature should be checked to be within the manufacturer’s recommended range. The

optimum ambient operating temperature for lead–acid batteries is 2025°C (68 -77°F). Ni-Cad batteries can operate
satisfactorily over a greater range of temperatures, generally from 25°C to 45°C (77 41 °F to 113°F). High ambient
temperatures reduce cell life. Every 9 8.4°C (15°F) increase in temperature above 25°C (77°F) can reduces lead–acid
cell life by up to 50 percent and Ni-Cad cell life by up to 20 percent. Lower ambient cell temperatures reduce cell
capacity (A lead-acid battery operating at 16°C (60°F) loses about 10 percent of its designed capacity.

The values cited in the existing text can vary from one manufacturer to another depending upon many
variables. The technician should make sure that ambient temperature is within the range specified by the battery
manufacturer.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-61     Log #57  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Delete text as follows:
Area heating, air conditioning, seismic protection, dc circuit overcurrent protection, distilled water supply,

alarm circuits, grounding connections, cable clamps, and all other installed protective systems and devices should be
checked.

Delete 15.9.4.4.8 and renumber subsequent paragraphs.  The activities listed here apply to
infrastructure inspection, not battery maintenance. These responsibilities fall within the infrastructure management group
or the fire marshals’ office.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-62     Log #58  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Add new text to read as follows:
Voltage potential between the battery’s most positive and most negative terminals should be verified to be

within the manufacturer’s recommended float voltage range for the observed ambient temperature.

High or low voltage can be a sign of charger failure, improper setting, charger malfunction, or excessive voltage drop in
the wiring. This is a charger issue, not a battery issue.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-63     Log #59  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Lead–acid battery surfaces should be cleaned with a mild solution of water and sodium bicarbonate to

avoid leakage currents caused by electrolyte on the battery. Ni-Cad battery surfaces should be cleaned with a solution
of boric acid and water. solution. Cleaners, soaps, or solvents should not be used to clean battery containers jars and
covers, since damage can result. Consult the battery manufacturer for the proper solution and dilution.

Battery manufacturer’s would indicate the proper solution and dilution.
The slang term “jars” should be replaced with the proper term “containers” wherever used in this document.
Compare this to Paragraph 15.9.4.4.4
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-64     Log #60  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
The intercell connectors (links) should be checked annually and torqued to specified values. All battery

connections should be checked on a routine basis for high connection resistance. When a connection resistance is high
then the connections should be cleaned and re-torqued in accordance with the manufacturer’s procedures.

Many manufacturers no longer recommend to re-torque annually as this practice leads to deformation
and over-stressing of the posts. Furthermore, it does not guarantee a good connection.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-65     Log #61  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Delete text as follows:
Alarm relays, lights, and horns should be checked for proper operation. The battery room emergency

lighting should be checked.
Delete paragraph 15.9.4.4.12 and renumber subsequent paragraph(s).  Existing text adds no clear

instruction.  No guidance is given for what to check for or where to get the information.  All of these should be addressed
in detail in the owner’s maintenance program manual.

The activities listed here describe infrastructure inspection, not battery maintenance. These responsibilities fall within
the infrastructure management group or the fire marshals’ office.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-66     Log #62  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Delete text as follows:
Battery room ventilation openings should be checked to be sure they are clear of obstructions.

Delete paragraph 15.9.4.4.13 and move the statement to 15.9.4.4.6 where ventilation is addressed.
See separate proposal for 15.9.4.4.6.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-67     Log #63  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Delete text as follows:
Excessive gassing can result from overcharging.

Delete paragraph 15.9.4.5.1 and renumber subsequent paragraphs. Gassing is addressed in proposal
for 15.9.4.3.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-68     Log #64  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Delete text as follows:
Vibration reduces battery life. Excessive vibration can be detected by observing vibration of plates and

sediment in the jar.
Delete 15.9.4.5.2 and renumber subsequent paragraphs.  Vibration does reduce life, but it is more

likely to be a problem before it can be detected by visual observation. If construction next door or some other source of
vibration causes excess sedimentation or plate cracking, there is not much that a maintenance technician can do about
it.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-69     Log #65  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Delete text as follows:
A lead–acid battery electrolyte begins to freeze at -29°C (-20°F), but it can freeze at warmer temperatures if

its specific gravity is low. Once ice crystals form, damage to the cell is irreparable.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-70     Log #66  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Delete text as follows:
Hydration occurs when a lead–acid battery is overdischarged without an immediate recharge, or when a

dry-charge battery is accidentally filled with water. A sign of hydration is a whitish ring in the jar, which eventually shorts
the positive and negative plates. Hydration is an irreversible condition.

The statement in 15.9.4.5.4, while generally correct, is tutorial and gives no guidance for corrective
action. Inspection for hydration rings was covered previously in our proposal for 15.9.4.4.2.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-71     Log #67  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Delete text to read as follows:
Overcharging of lead-acid cells or charging at excessive rates leads to mossing. Mossing is the development of

sponge-like material high on the negative plates and the resulting sedimentation in the cells. Continued mossing shorts
out the plates.

The statement in 15.9.4.5.5, while generally correct, is tutorial and gives no guidance for corrective
action. Inspection for mossing was covered previously in our proposal for 15.9.4.4.2.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-72     Log #68  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve McCluer, Schneider Electric / Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
The average battery can tolerates approximately 50  full discharges in its life. Some lead-acid batteries support as few

as 50 full discharges while others can tolerate over 1000 discharges, depending upon the battery construction and the
depth of discharges.  Excessive discharges can shorten the life of a battery. Fully discharging a stationary battery more
than twice in one year can reduce its life is not recommended.

The existing text suggests that lead-acid batteries can only be discharged 50 times.  While that can be
true for certain types of lead-acid batteries, it is not true of all, and it errs on the low side.  200 to 250 discharge cycles is
not uncommon, and certain types of lead-acid batteries, such as tubular cells, can handle over 1000 cycles.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-73     Log #31  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Dallas, TX
Revise text to read as follows:

If used, pilot cell voltage specific gravity, and electrolyte temperature should be measured and recorded monthly per
the established maintenance program (9.9.4.2).  Refer to the manufacturer’s recommended range for float voltage
applicable to a specific battery. Common float voltage range for lead-calcium cells is 2.20 volts to 2.30 volts per cell.
Lead-antimony cells float at about 2.17 volts to 2.21 volts per cell. Ni-Cad cells charge at approximately 1.42 volts per
cell. Manufacturers’ literature should be referred to for specific charge potentials.

Pilot cell readings are optional and are primarily for lead-antimony batteries.  Not all routines are
monthly.    There are 3 specific measurements mentioned in the statement.  Only one has a range.  The range given
could be misleading depending upon the specific gravity.   It would be better to refer to the manufacturer’s
recommendation for the specific battery.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries ;
Thomas Carpenter/ Arnold AFB;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-74     Log #32  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

If used, pilot cell voltage specific gravity, and electrolyte temperature should be measured and recorded monthly per
the established maintenance program (9.9.4.2).  Refer to the manufacturer’s recommended range for float voltage
applicable to a specific battery. Common float voltage range for lead-calcium cells is 2.20 volts to 2.30 volts per cell.
Lead-antimony cells float at about 2.17 volts to 2.21 volts per cell. Ni-Cad cells charge at approximately 1.42 volts per
cell. Manufacturers’ literature should be referred to for specific charge potentials.

Pilot cell readings are optional and are primarily for lead-antimony batteries.  Not all routines are
monthly.    There are 3 specific measurements mentioned in the statement.  Only one has a range.  The range given
could be misleading depending upon the specific gravity.   It would be better to refer to the manufacturer’s
recommendation for the specific battery.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries ;
Thomas Carpenter/ Arnold AFB;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-75     Log #33  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Dallas, TX
Revise text to read as follows:

Test readings Measurements should be recorded for future reference along with log notations of the visual inspection
and corrective action. A copy An example of a battery record is included as Figure F.21.  The record should be modified
to correspond to the user’s maintenance program per 9.9.4.2.

The example given in F.21 is not applicable to all battery types.  It is not applicable to capacity or
performance testing.  It applies to routine maintenance/ inspection and really should not be referenced in this testing
section at all.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries;
Thomas Carpenter/ Arnold AFB;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and  Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
70B-76     Log #34  EEM-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Stephen McCluer, Rep. IEEE Stationary Battery Committee
Revise text to read as follows:

Test readings Measurements should be recorded for future reference along with log notations of the visual inspection
and corrective action. A copy An example of a battery record is included as Figure F.21.  The record should be modified
to correspond to the user’s maintenance program per 9.9.4.2.

The example given in F.21 is not applicable to all battery types.  It is not applicable to capacity or
performance testing.  It applies to routine maintenance/ inspection and really should not be referenced in this testing
section at all.

This comment is the consensus of the IEEE Stationary Battery Code Working Group which includes the following
members: Phylis Archer/ C&D Technologies;  Curtis Ashton/ Qwest Communications;  Gary Balash/ Deka Batteries;
Thomas Carpenter/ Arnold AFB ;  Allen Byrne / International Batteries;  Daniel Levin / NYPA;  Stephen McCluer/APC by
Schneider Electric;  Russell Miller/ Douglas Battery;  John Polenz/ Emerson Electric; and Chris Searles/ BAE Batteries.
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